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REVIEWS. 

The XY. Edited by NAGAZAWA KAMENOSUKE. Vol. VIII. No. 6. (Published 
by the XY House: printed in the Japanese language and character.) 

This is a magazine of elementary mathematics. It contains solutions to 
questions set in previous numbers, questions for solution, anecdotes (movement 
of the earth, pointing drawing pens, etc.), and correspondence. It is apparently 
run by private enterprise. The questions and solutions are quite elementary. 
A lecture on Physics (under the title Engineering) deals with the measurement of 
time, longitude, and the calendar. Then follows an account of various methods 
of measuring distance: the note on estimation by eye is of some interest, con- 
siderable attention being paid to it in the Army. "People with middling sight 
can see from 3500 to 4000 metres in clear weather and from 800 to 1200 in rainy 
weather. Capability for measuring distance depends on experience, but error 
ought not to exceed lth distance measured." Then follows a list of objects 
suggested for practical experiment. 

Some of the questions for solution have a touch of local colour. " Percentage 
of salt in sea water" has a real meaning to people whose salt comes from pans. 
"Cubic contents of a moat" would be well understood in Tokyo or any other city. 

In a note on the properties of a plane triangle, the following is set: 
ABC is a triangle. Three points D, E, F are taken in the sides, so that 

BD CE AF 
a- 

= = k, say. 

If BE and CF; CF and AD; AD and BE meet in a, /3, y respectively, show 
that the centroid of a triangle ABC coincides with that of ap-y. A proof is given 
which is analytical in disguise. 

Nunelaus' (?) Theorem is quoted to the effect that 
A y:yD = BC.EA :DB. CE. 

The translator must plead guilty of ignorance in regard to Nunelaus (?) and 
his Theorem. G. H. RAYMENT. 

Die Integralgleichungen und ihre Anwendungen. By ADOLPH KNESER. 
Pp. vi, 243. 1911. (Vieweg, Braunschweig.) 

An integral equation is an equation involving signs of integration just as a 
differential equation involves signs of differentiation. Thus 

dy 
y=l+ xydx is the same as d=xy. y=l when x=0. 

Like so many other developments in mathematics, integral equations spring 
from a paper of Abel's. In considering the problem ((Euvres, vol. i. p. 11) 
of finding the curve down which a particle would fall from rest under gravity 
through a height y in a time equal to an assigned function of y, say x(y), 
we are led (with 2g= 1) to the equation 

ea ds 

aJ %/( a-y) 
which Abel solves by assuming s=2A ym, integrating by Gamma functions, 
replacing p(a) by a power series, and equating coefficients. Professor Bocher's 
criticism on Abel's solution, "Abel omits the essential step of proving that the 
equation has a solution," indicates vividly the difference in attitude of mind 
between the physicist and the mathematician. 

The subject has developed immensely in recent years, and some account of 
modern progress will be found in Bateman, Proc. L.M.S., vol. iv. (new series), 
pp. 90-115; in B6cher, Cambridge Tracts, "Integral Equations"; and in 
L'Equation de Fredholm et ses applications, by Heywood and Frechet. 

Taking (s- k ((s . t) 0 (t)dt=f(s) 

as the typical equation, k andf being known functions and 0 the function to be 
determined, two main methods of solution have been developed by Neumann, 
Volterra and Fredholm. 
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